Jesus Paid It All

Ad lib. strum-in Intro  Verses 1 & 2  Chorus

Verse 3  Chorus 2

Buildup

Bridge

(Tacet 1st and 2nd X)

Horn Break

Tacet to end
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Jesus Paid It All

Trumpet in B♭ 1

Horn arr. Steve Kellner

Ad lib. strum-in Intro

Verses 1 & 2

Chorus

1.

2.

Verse 3

Chorus 2

Buildup

Bridge

(Tacet 1st and 2nd X)

1, 2, 3.

(Tacet to end)
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Jesus Paid It All

Trumpet in B♭ 2

Ad lib. strum-in Intro

Verses 1 & 2

Chorus

Tacet to end
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